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symmetric ansatz for the elds, a one-dimensional eective action is derived whose varia-
tion yields all the equations of motion. By imposing a sort of Dirac charge quantization
condition, one can express the complete scalar potential in terms of a superpotential and
write the action as a sum of squares. This leads to rst-order ow equations, that imply
the second-order equations of motion. The rst-order ow turns out to be driven by Hamil-
ton's characteristic function in the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, and contains among other
contributions the superpotential of the scalars. We then include also magnetic gaugings
and generalize the ow equations to a symplectically covariant form. Moreover, by rotating
the charges in an appropriate way, an alternative set of non-BPS 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1 Introduction
Black holes in gauged supergravity theories provide an important testground to address
fundamental questions of gravity, both at the classical and quantum level. Among these are
for instance the problems of black hole microstates, the nal state of black hole evolution,
uniqueness- or no hair theorems, to mention only a few of them. In gauged supergravity,
the solutions often have AdS asymptotics, and one can then try to study these issues
guided by the AdS/CFT correspondence. A nice example for this is the recent microscopic
entropy calculation [1] for the black hole solutions to N = 2, D = 4 Fayet-Iliopoulos
gauged supergravity constructed in [2]. These preserve two real supercharges, and are
dual to a topologically twisted ABJM theory, whose partition function can be computed
exactly using supersymmetric localization techniques. This partition function can also be
interpreted as the Witten index of the superconformal quantum mechanics resulting from
dimensionally reducing the ABJM theory on a two-sphere. To the best of our knowledge,
the results of [1] represent the rst exact black hole microstate counting that uses AdS/CFT
and that does not involve an AdS3 factor
1 with a corresponding two-dimensional CFT,
whose asymptotic level density is evaluated with the Cardy formula.
1Or geometries related to AdS3, like those appearing in the Kerr/CFT correspondence [3].
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On the other hand, black hole solutions to gauged supergravity are also relevant for a
number of recent developments in high energy- and especially in condensed matter physics,
since they provide the dual description of certain condensed matter systems at nite tem-
perature, cf. [4] for a review. In particular, models that contain Einstein gravity cou-
pled to U(1) gauge elds2 and neutral scalars have been instrumental to study transi-
tions from Fermi-liquid to non-Fermi-liquid behaviour, cf. [5, 6] and references therein. In
AdS/condensed matter applications one is often interested in including a charged scalar
operator in the dynamics, e.g. in the holographic modeling of strongly coupled supercon-
ductors [7]. This is dual to a charged scalar eld in the bulk, that typically appears in
supergravity coupled to gauged hypermultiplets. These theories are thus particularly ap-
pealing in an AdS/cond-mat context, and it would be nice to dispose of analytic black hole
solutions to gauged supergravity with hyperscalars turned on.
Up to now, the only known such solution in four dimensions was constructed recently
in [8],3 by using the results of [12], where all supersymmetric backgrounds of N = 2, D = 4
gauged supergravity coupled to both vector- and hypermultiplets were classied. Such BPS
solutions typically satisfy rst-order equations that arise from vanishing fermion variations,
and that are much easier to solve than the full second-order equations of motion.
In our paper we shall derive such a set of rst-order equations for static and spherically
(or hyperbolically) symmetric black holes, that will however be more general than that
of [12], in two respects. First of all, we consider also magnetic gaugings in order to restore
symplectic covariance. Second, our equations are not necessarily tied to supersymmetry,
but arise from writing the action as a sum of squares, making essential use of the Hamilton-
Jacobi formalism. This allows us to extend our results beyond the BPS case, and has the
advantage to potentially describe also nonextremal black holes, by appropriately modifying
the Hamilton-Jacobi function that we use here.
While we were not yet able to provide such an extension to the nonextremal case, our
rst-order system may still have applications in holographic modeling of condensed matter
phenomena, for instance to study quantum phase transitions like those appearing in the
high-Tc cuprates when one dopes the CuO2-layers with charge carriers at zero temperature.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we briey
review N = 2, D = 4 gauged supergravity coupled to vector- and hypermultiplets. In
section 3 we consider gaugings of abelian isometries of the quaternionic hyperscalar target
manifold, impose staticity and spherical or hyperbolic symmetry on the elds, and derive
a one-dimensional eective action from which all the equations of motion follow. It is then
shown that under some rather mild additional assumptions one can explicitely solve the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This leads to rst-order ow equations that we subsequently
generalize to include also magnetic gaugings and to the non-BPS case. Our results rep-
2The necessity of a bulk U(1) gauge eld arises, because a basic ingredient of realistic condensed matter
systems is the presence of a nite density of charge carriers.
3Numerical black hole solutions in four-dimensional gauged supergravity with hypers were obtained
in [9]. Solutions that have ghost modes (i.e., with at least one negative eigenvalue of the special Kahler
metric) were found in [10]. In ve dimensions, a singular solution of supergravity with gauging of the
axionic shift symmetry of the universal hypermultiplet was derived in [11].
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resent an extension of the recent work [13], where only at horizons and purely electric
gaugings were considered. In section 4 we plug the near-horizon geometry AdS2 (where
 is a two-dimensional space of constant curvature) into our system of rst-order equa-
tions, and derive the symplectically covariant attractor equations for gauged supergravity
with hypermultiplets. Section 5 contains some examples of explicit solutions to the ow
equations with running hyperscalars for models with the universal hypermultiplet and one
vector multiplet. We conclude in 6 with some nal remarks.
2 Matter-coupled N = 2, D = 4 gauged supergravity
The supergravity multiplet of N = 2, D = 4 supergravity can be coupled to a number
nV of vector multiplets and to nH hypermultiplets. The bosonic sector then includes the
vierbein ea, nV + 1 vector elds A

 with  = 0; : : : nV (the graviphoton plus nV other
elds from the vector multiplets), nV complex scalar elds z
i (i = 1; : : : ; nV ), and 4nH real
hyperscalars qu (u = 1; : : : ; 4nH).
The complex scalars zi of the vector multiplets parametrize an nV -dimensional special
Kahler manifold, i.e., a Kahler-Hodge manifold, with Kahler metric gi|(z; z), which is the
base of a symplectic bundle with the covariantly holomorphic sections4
V =
 
L
M
!
; D{V  @{V   1
2
(@{K)V = 0 ; (2.1)
obeying the constraint 
VjV  LM   L M =  i ; (2.2)
where K is the Kahler potential. Alternatively one can introduce the explicitly holomorphic
sections of a dierent symplectic bundle,
v  e K=2V 
 
X
F
!
: (2.3)
In appropriate symplectic frames it is possible to choose a homogeneous function of second
degree F (X), called prepotential, such that F = @F . In terms of the sections v the
constraint (2.2) becomes
hvjvi  XF  X F =  ie K: (2.4)
The couplings of the vector elds to the scalars are determined by the (nV + 1) (nV + 1)
period matrix N , dened by the relations
M = N L ; D{ M = ND{ L : (2.5)
If the theory is dened in a frame in which a prepotential exists, N can be obtained from
N = F + 2i(N X
 )(NX
)
X
N
	X	
; (2.6)
4We use the conventions of [14].
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where F = @@F and N  Im(F). Introducing the matrix5
M =
 
I +RI 1R  RI 1
 I 1R I 1
!
; (2.7)
we have the important relation between the symplectic sections and their derivatives,
1
2
(M  i
) = 
VV
 + 
DiVgi|D| V
 ; (2.8)
where

 =
 
0  1
1 0
!
: (2.9)
The 4nH real hyperscalars q
u parametrize a quaternionic Kahler manifold with met-
ric huv(q). A quaternionic Kahler manifold is a 4n-dimensional Riemannian mani-
fold admitting a locally dened triplet ~K vu of almost complex structures satisfying the
quaternion relation
hstKxusK
y
tw =  xyhuw + "xyzKzuw ; (2.10)
and whose Levi-Civita connection preserves ~K up to a rotation,
rw ~K vu + ~!w  ~K vu = 0 ; (2.11)
where ~!  ~!u(q) dqu is the connection of the SU(2)-bundle for which the quaternionic
manifold is the base. An important property is that the SU(2) curvature is proportional
to the complex structures,

x  d!x + 1
2
"xyz!y ^ !z =  Kx : (2.12)
As far as the gaugings are concerned, we shall consider only abelian symmetries of the
action. Under abelian symmetries, the complex scalars zi transform trivially, so that we
will be eectively gauging abelian isometries of the quaternionic-Kahler metric huv. These
are generated by commuting Killing vectors ku(q), i.e., [k; k] = 0. The requirement
that the quaternionic Kahler structure be preserved implies the existence, for each Killing
vector, of a triplet of Killing potentials, or moment maps, P x , such that
DuP
x
  @uP x + "xyz!yuP z =  2
xuvkv : (2.13)
One of the most important relations satised by the moment maps is the so-called equiv-
ariance relation. For abelian gaugings it has the form
1
2
xyzP xP
y
   
xuvkukv = 0 : (2.14)
The bosonic Lagrangian reads
p g 1L = R
2
  gi| @zi@z|   huv@^qu@^qv
+
1
4
IF
F +
1
4
RF
 ?F   Vg(z; z; q) ;
(2.15)
5We use the notation R = ReN and I = ImN .
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where the scalar potential has the form
Vg = 4huvk
u
k
v
L
 L + (gi|DiL
D| L
   3L L)P xP x ; (2.16)
the covariant derivatives acting on the hyperscalars are
@^q
u = @q
u +Ak
u
 ; (2.17)
and
I  ImN ; R  ReN ; II  =   : (2.18)
3 Hamilton-Jacobi, ow equations and magnetic gaugings
In this section, we impose staticity and spherical or hyperbolic symmetry on the solutions.
The resulting equations of motion can then be derived from a one-dimensional eective ac-
tion that can be written as a sum of squares by using the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism. This
will lead to rst-order ow equations in presence of both electric and magnetic gaugings.
3.1 Eective action and Hamiltonian
If we introduce the quantities
Qx = hPx;Qi = pP x ; Wx = hPx;Vi = LP x ; (3.1)
with
Px =
 
0
P x
!
; (3.2)
and use the quaternionic relations (2.10), (2.12), (2.13), the scalar potential (2.16) can be
rewritten in the form
Vg = ~GABDAWxDB Wx   3jWxj2 ; (3.3)
where we dened
~GAB =
 
gi| 0
0 13h
uv
!
; DA =
 
Di
Du
!
: (3.4)
The most general static metric with spherical or hyperbolic symmetry has the form
ds2 =  e2U(r)dt2 + e 2U(r)dr2 + e2( (r) U(r))d
2 ; (3.5)
where d
2 = d
2 + f2()d'
2 is the metric on the two-dimensional surfaces  = fS2;H2g
of constant scalar curvature R = 2, with  2 f1; 1g, and
f() =
1p

sin(
p
) =
(
sin   = 1 ;
sinh   =  1 :
(3.6)
The scalar elds depend only on the radial coordinate,
zi = zi(r) ; qu = qu(r) ; (3.7)
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while the abelian gauge elds A are given by
A = At (r)dt  pf 0()d : (3.8)
Their eld strengths F = dA must have the form
Ftr = e
2(U  )I
 
R p
    e(r)

; F = p
f() : (3.9)
The magnetic and electric charges (p; e) are dened as
p =
1
vol()
Z

F ; e(r) =
1
vol()
Z

G ; vol() =
Z
f()d ^ d ; (3.10)
where
G =   2p g ?
L
F
: (3.11)
Note that the electric charges can depend on the radial coordinate. This can be easily
understood, since the running hyperscalars are electrically charged, and thus contribute
to the total electric charge inside the 2-surfaces (r) of constant r and t. In fact, the
Maxwell equations obtained by varying (2.15) w.r.t. A read
@(
p g ?G  ) =  2
p g huvku@^qv : (3.12)
Imposing the ansatz (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) on the t-component, one obtains the radial
variation of the electric charges,
e0 =  2e2  4UhuvkukvAt : (3.13)
On the other hand, the magnetic charges are always constant as a consequence of the
Bianchi identities r ? F = 0.
The equations of motion following from (2.15) with the ansatz (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8)
can also be obtained from the eective action
S =
Z
drL =
Z
dr
h
e2 
 
U 02    02 + huvq0uq0 v + gi|z0 iz0 |

+ eA
0
t   V
i
; (3.14)
where V is given by
V =  e2(U  )VBH + e2  4UhuvkukvAt At +   e2(  U)Vg ; (3.15)
with VBH to be dened below. In addition to the equations of motion following from (3.14),
one has to impose the Hamiltonian constraint
H = L  eA0t + 2V = 0 ; (3.16)
the '-component of the Maxwell equations (3.12),6
pku = 0 ; (3.17)
6Plugging the spherical/hyperbolic ansatz into the '-component of the Maxwell equations, one obtains
pkuku = 0, which implies (3.17). The -component is trivial.
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as well as the r-component
kuq
0u = 0 : (3.18)
The eective potential V is determined by the scalar potential Vg, the charge-dependent
black hole potential VBH, and by a contribution coming from the covariant derivatives of
the hyperscalars plus a constant term depending on the scalar curvature . In particular,
VBH can be written in the symplectically covariant form
VBH =  1
2
QTMQ ; Q 
 
p
e
!
: (3.19)
Notice that the eective action (3.14) does not result by merely substituting the
ansatz (3.5), (3.7), (3.8) into the general action (2.15). This can be seen from VBH in (3.15),
that does not arise by rewriting the kinetic terms of the gauge elds. In fact it is easy
to see that the gauge elds enter the equations of motion of the whole system via their
stress-energy tensor, whose components are expressed in terms of VBH [8, 15, 16].
In this sense, the presence of the term eA
0
t is necessary for having the right dynamics
of the variables e and A

t . Indeed, varying the eective action (3.14) w.r.t. A

t , one obtains
exactly (3.13). Variation w.r.t. e yields
A0t =  e2(U  )I(R p    e(r)) ; (3.20)
which is exactly the expression (3.9) for the (t; r)-component of F .
Introducing
H = kuhuvkv ; (3.21)
eq. (3.13) becomes
e0 =  2e2  4UHAt ; (3.22)
which allows to express At in terms of the other elds as follows. Since H is real and
symmetric, there exists a matrix O 2 O(nV + 1) such that
H = (OTDO) = O
O D
  ; (3.23)
with D diagonal. Without loss of generality, suppose that the rst n eigenvalues of D are
nonvanishing (0  n  nV + 1), while the remaining ones are zero. Let hatted indices
^; ^; : : : range from 0 to n  1, and dene
A^ t  O At : (3.24)
eq. (3.22) yields then
O	^
e0 =  2e2  4UD	^ ^A^ ^t ; (3.25)
where indices are raised and lowered with the at metric, i.e., O	
  	
 O
 . We
also get
O	e0 = 0 for 	  n : (3.26)
eq. (3.25) gives
A^^t =  
1
2
e4U 2 (D 1)^	^O	^
e0 : (3.27)
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Using these relations in the eective action (3.14) to eliminate At , one obtains
S =
Z
dr

e2 (U 0 2    0 2 + huvq0uq0 v + gi|z0 iz0 | + 1
4
e4(U  )He0e0)  ~V

; (3.28)
where we dened the eective potential
~V =  e2(U  )VBH +   e2(  U)Vg ; (3.29)
as well as
H  O^(D 1)^^O^ : (3.30)
Note that, unless n = nV + 1, H is not the inverse of H (which is not invertible), but
we have the weaker relation
H HH 
 = H
 ; (3.31)
that will be used below to square the action.
One can then rewrite the constraint (3.16) in terms of the eective Hamiltonian
H =
1
4
e 2 p2U  
1
4
e 2 p2 +
1
4
e 2 huvpqupqv + e 2 gi|pzipz| + e
4(U  )Hpepe + ~V ;
(3.32)
where the canonical momenta pU , p , pqu , pzi , pz| and pe are dened in the usual way.
The eective action (3.28), together with the relations (3.16), (3.17), (3.18), reproduces
the complete set of equations of motion for the spherical/hyperbolic ansatz (3.5), (3.7)
and (3.8).
3.2 Flow equations with electric gaugings
Inspired by [17], we aim to nd rst-order ow equations for the eective action (3.28)
with gauged abelian symmetries generated by the electric Killing vectors ku, using the
Hamilton-Jacobi approach [18, 19]. In particular, introducing Hamilton's charcteristic
function associated to (3.28), one can write the action as a sum of squares from which one
can derive the ow equations.7
The particular form of the scalar potential (3.3) gives a rst hint on how a putative
Hamilton-Jacobi function may look like. Indeed, if we dene
L = QxWx = pP xLP x ; (3.33)
and require spherical/hyperbolic invariance, we can rewrite the scalar potential (3.3)
in a way analogous to [17]. Namely, using (3.17), the quaternionic rela-
tions (2.10), (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) and imposing8
QxQx = 1 ; (3.34)
7These are of course equivalent to the usual rst-order equations in the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, but
we nd it convenient to explicitely show the squaring of the action.
8Notice that @(QxQx) = @u(QxQx)@qu, and @u(QxQx) = Du(QxQx) = 2QxDuQx. Using the deni-
tion of Qx together with (2.13), this is equal to  4Qxp
xuvkv, which vanishes by virtue of (3.17). QxQx
is thus a constant of motion, that we choose to be one.
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one can show that the scalar potential (3.3) can be expressed in terms of the superpotential
L as
Vg = GABDALDB L   3jLj2 ; (3.35)
where
GAB =
 
gi| 0
0 huv
!
; DA =
 
Di
Du
!
: (3.36)
However, the eective potential (3.29) contains not only Vg, and thus Hamilton's character-
istic function W (that solves the `time' (i.e., r)-independent HJ equation) must contain also
other contributions in addition to L. This happens also in the case without hypermultiplets
and U(1) Fayet-Iliopoulos gauging [17, 20]. When there are also running hyperscalars, the
general structure of the eective action remains essentially the same except for the presence
of some new kinetic terms. The main dierence is the form of the scalar potential Vg, which
is now governed by the superpotential L, that depends on the tri-holomorphic moment
maps. Guided by these observations, and following [17], we introduce the real function
W = eU jZ + ie2  2ULj ; (3.37)
and a phase  dened by
e2i =
Z + ie2(  U)L
Z   ie2(  U) L ; or Im(e
 iZ) =  e2(  U)Re(e iL) ; (3.38)
where Z = hQ;Vi is the central charge. Dening `tilded' variables by ~X = e iX etc., we
can rewrite W as
W = eURe ~Z   e2  U Im~L : (3.39)
Using (2.8), (2.13) and (3.34), it is possible to shew that
e 2 

(@UW )
2   (@ W )2 + 4gi|@iW@|W
+huv@uW@vW + 4e
4(  U)H@eW@eW

 e2(  U)Vg   e2(U  )VBH +  = 0 ; (3.40)
or, in other words, that 2W solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation associated to the Hamilto-
nian (3.32) with zero energy. By virtue of (3.40), up to a total derivative, the action (3.28)
can be written as
S =
Z
dr

e2 
 
U 0 + e 2 @UW
2 e2   0   e 2 @ W 2
+ e2 gi|
 
z0 i + 2e 2 gik@kW
 
z0 | + 2e 2 g| l@lW

+ e2 huv
 
q0u + e 2 hus@sW
 
q0 v + e 2 hvt@tW

+
1
4
e4U 2 H  e0 + 4e2  4UH@eW  e0  + 4e2  4UH 
@e
W  ;
(3.41)
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where we used also (3.31) and the fact that (3.26) implies
H H@eWe0  = @e We0  : (3.42)
The BPS-rewriting (3.41) guarantees that the solutions of the rst-order equations obtained
by setting each quadratic term to zero do indeed extremize the action. If one explicitly
computes the derivatives of W , these rst-order ow equations become
U 0 =  eU 2 Re ~Z   e U Im ~L ;
 0 =  2e U Im ~L ;
z0 i =  eigi|

eU 2 D| Z   ie UD| L

;
q0u = e UhuvIm(e i@vL) ;
e0 =  4e2  3UHRe~L :
(3.43)
These relations, plus the constraints that we had to impose, are equivalent to those obtained
in [9]9 from the Killing spinor equations. To see this, note that comparing the expression
for e0 in (3.43) with (3.22) yields the additional condition
2eUHRe~L = HAt ; (3.44)
which is just (B.44) of [9] contracted with huvk
v
. To be precise, (3.44) is equivalent to
2eUkuRe~L
 = kuA

t +m
u ; (3.45)
where mu must satisfy kvhuvm
u = 0 8. If n is an eigenvector of H with zero eigen-
value, i.e., Hn = 0, then we can take the linear combination mu = kun. (B.44) of [9]
has mu = 0, and is thus slightly stronger than (3.44). Notice also that the number of
independent constraints coming from (3.44) is equal to n, where n denotes the number of
nonvanishing eigenvalues of H. This becomes evident by casting (3.44) into the form
2eUD
 O
 
Re~L
 = D
 A^
 
t : (3.46)
The auxiliary eld  is related to the phase of the Killing spinor associated to the BPS
solution, as was shown for the case without hypers and U(1) Fayet-Iliopoulos gauging
in [17],10 and for the case including hypermultiplets in [9].
Finally, since the eqs. (3.43) describe extremal congurations, there exists an additional
constant of motion Q [19] such that
dQ
dr
= H = 0 : (3.47)
Using the rst order equations for U and  , one gets from (3.40)
Q = e2 (U 0    0) +W : (3.48)
9(3.43) corrects some sign errors in appendix B of [9].
10Without hypermultiplets and for U(1) FI gauging, one can always choose P 1 = P
2
 = 0, P
3
  G for
the moment maps by a global SU(2) rotation (which is a symmetry of the theory). The condition (3.34)
becomes then Q3 = hG;Qi =  , and the function W boils down to equ. (2.40) of [17] for  = 1.
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3.3 Magnetic gaugings and symplectic covariance
The most natural way to extend the results of the last section is to consider also magnetic
gauge elds A. This implies the inclusion of magnetic Killing vectors k
u and magnetic
moment maps P x. This formulation of gauged supergravity is typically expressed in terms
of the embedding tensor aM = (
a
;
a)T ,11 and the main consequence is the restoration
of symplectic covariance of the theory [21, 22].
In this context, one introduces the symplectic vectors
A =
 
A
A
!
; Ku =
 
ku
ku
!
; Px =
 
P x
P x
!
; (3.49)
where the magnetic quantities ku and P x obey the relations introduced in section 2. As
was shown in [23], the locality constraint ha;bi = 0, namely the possibility to rotate
any gauging to a frame with a purely electric one, implies also
hKu;Pxi = 0 : (3.50)
In presence of magnetic gaugings, the general action (2.15) is modied in a nontrivial way
by some topological terms [22]. The consistency of the theory requires the introduction of
the auxiliary 2-forms Ba =
1
2Badx
 ^ dx that do not change the number of degrees of
freedom. The action has the form [21, 22]
p g 1L = R
2
  gi| @zi@z|   huv@^qu@^qv + 1
4
IH
H
+
1
4
RH
 ?H   

4
p g
aBa@A
+
1
32
p g
ab
BaBb   Vg ;
(3.51)
where the modied eld strength H = F

+
1
2
aBa was introduced. The covariant
derivatives of the hyperscalars and the scalar potential read respectively [21, 22, 24]
@^q
u = @q
u  Aakua  Aakua  @qu   hA;Kui ; (3.52)
Vg = 4huvhKu;VihKv; Vi+ gi|hPx; DiVihPx; D| Vi   3hPx;VihPx; Vi : (3.53)
Note that it is also possible to generate (3.53) from (3.3) by a symplectic rotation.
The equations of motion for A, A

 and Ba following from (3.51) are
1
4
@Ba
a =   2p ghuvakua @^qv ;
G
a = a

F   1
2
bBb

;
@
p gIH + 1
2
RH



= 2
p ghuvakua @^qv ;
(3.54)
11In this section we explicitly introduce the indices (M;N; : : :) in the fundamental representation of
Sp(2nV + 2;R) for clarity [21, 22].
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where G is dened by (3.11). The eqs. (3.54) can be rewritten in a completely symplec-
tically covariant form as
1
2
@G
M
 = 

MNJN ; 
aM (H  G)M = 0 ; (3.55)
where
HM = F
M
 +
1
2

MNaNBa ; G
M
 = (H

 ; G) ; (3.56)
and JM are the currents coming from the coupling to the matter. This result is exactly
what one expects in presence of magnetic and electric sources for the Maxwell elds. In
this context, it is clear that both the electric and magnetic charges will depend on the
radial coordinate, once we impose spherical or hyperbolic symmetry.
The latter implies the following form for the electric and magnetic gauge elds and the
2-forms Ba,
A =At dt  pf 0()d ; A =Atdt  ef 0()d ; (3.57)
B =2p0f 0()dr ^ d ; B =  2e0f 0()dr ^ d ; (3.58)
which implies for the eld strengths
Htr =e
2(U  )I(R p    e) ; H =pf() ; (3.59)
Gtr =e
2(U  )  Ip +R I 
R
p  R I 
e
 ; G =ef() : (3.60)
Introducing the symplectic matrix
H = (Ku)ThuvKv ; (3.61)
and plugging the above ansatz into (3.54), one obtains
A0t =  e2(U  )
MQ ; Q0 =  2e2  4UH
At ; (3.62)
where the constraints
H
Q = 0 ; Kuq0u = 0 (3.63)
have been imposed. It is worthwhile to note that the rst equation of (3.63) permits the
rewriting of Vg as in (3.35) starting from (3.3), namely
Vg = GABDALDB L   3jLj2 ; L = QxWx = hQxPx;Vi : (3.64)
Following the same procedure used previously for purely electric gaugings, one nds
the eective action that generalizes (3.28),
S =
Z
dr

e2 

U 0 2    0 2 + huvq0uq0 v + gi| z0 iz0 | + 1
4
e4(U  )Q0TH 1Q0

  ~V

;
~V =  e2(U  )VBH +   e2(  U)Vg ;
(3.65)
where, in a slight abuse of notation, H 1 denotes the symplectically covariant generalization
of the matrix H dened by (3.30). (Note that one has not necessarily H 1H = I, cf. the
discussion in section 3.1, but H 1 in (3.65) can be dened in a way similar to (3.30)).
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Introducing the function W and the phase  as in (3.37) and (3.38), with the obvious
symplectic generalization of L, it is straightforward to shew that W satises the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation for the action (3.65),
e 2 

(@UW )
2   (@ W )2 + 4gi|@iW@|W
+huv@uW@vW + 4e
4(  U)(@QW )TH@QW

 e2(  U)Vg   e2(U  )VBH +  = 0 ; (3.66)
provided the charge-quantization condition (3.34) holds, with Qx = hPx;Qi. Using (3.66)
as well as (3.50) and discarding total derivatives, the action (3.65) can be cast into the form
S =
Z
dr

e2 
 
U 0 + e 2 @UW
2 e2   0   e 2 @ W 2
+ e2 gi|
 
z0 i + 2e 2 gik@kW
 
z0 | + 2e 2 g|l@lW

+ e2 huv
 
q0u + e 2 hus@sW
 
q0 v + e 2 hvt@tW

+
1
4
e4U 2 
 Q0 + 4e2  4UH@QW TH 1 Q0 + 4e2  4UH@QW  :
(3.67)
All rst-order equations following from (3.67) except the one for zi are symplectically
covariant. Computing explicitely @kW , the latter reads
z0 i =  eigi|

eU 2 D| Z   ie UD| L

: (3.68)
Contracting this with DiV and using (2.8), one obtains a symplectically covariant equation
for the section V,
V 0 + iArV = eieU 2 

 1
2

MQ  i
2
Q+ VZ

 ieie U

 1
2

MPxQx   i
2
PxQx + VL

; (3.69)
where Ar = Im(z
0 i@iK) is the U(1) Kahler connection. Calculating the remaining deriva-
tives of W , the rst-order ow equations become
U 0 =   eU 2 Re ~Z   e U Im ~L ;
 0 =   2e U Im ~L ;
q0u = e UhuvIm(e i@vL) ;
Q0 =   4e2  3UH
Re~V ;
V 0 = eieU 2 

 1
2

MQ  i
2
Q+ VZ

  ieie U

 1
2

MPxQx   i
2
PxQx + VL

  iArV :
(3.70)
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These equations have a more useful form if one consider the phase  as a dynamical
variable. Introducing the quantity S = Z+ ie2(  U)L, the relations (3.38) and (3.39) can
be rewritten as
e2i =
S
S ; Im(e
 iS) = 0 ; W = eURe(e iS) ; W 2 = e2US S : (3.71)
One has thus
0 =
Im(e iS 0)
e UW
; S 0 = U 0@US +  0@ S + V 0@VS + q0u@uS +Q0T@QS : (3.72)
Inserting (3.70) and the derivatives of S in this last expression, one gets
0 +Ar = 2e URe(e iL) : (3.73)
Finally, plugging the equation for U into the expression of Im~V 0, one can write the rst-
order ow equations in the form
2e2 
 
e U Im(e iV)0   e2(  U)
MQxPx + 2e2  U (0 +Ar)Re(e iV) +Q = 0 ;
 0 =   2e U Im(e iL) ;
0 +Ar = 2e URe(e iL) ;
q0u = e UhuvIm(e i@vL) ;
Q0 =   4e2  3UH
Re~V ; (3.74)
where also (3.63) and (3.34) must hold together with
2eUH
Re~V = H
At ; (3.75)
since the last equ. of (3.74) has to coincide with (3.62). (3.75) is the symplectically covariant
generalization of the constraint (3.44).
At the end of this subsection some comments on the limit of at horizons ( = 0) are
in order. This case was not considered above, where we took  = 1 only. For  = 0,
taking (as in [13]) P1 = P2 = Q3 = 0, one can again write the action as a sum of squares,
now with the Hamilton-Jacobi function W = eU jZ   ie2(  U)W3j. The resulting rst-
order equations agree then, for purely electric gauging, precisely with those derived in [13].
(Note that the authors of [13] considered electric gaugings only, and did not identify the
`superpotential' that drives their rst-order ow).
3.4 Non-BPS ow equations
An interesting consequence of the ow equations in the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism is that
the squaring of the action is not unique; one can nd another ow that squares the eective
action in a similar way. This was done for the ungauged case in [25] and for gauged
supergravity with FI terms in [26]. We shall now generalize this procedure to the presence
of hypermultiplets.
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By repeating essentially the same computations as in the preceding subsection, one
can show that there is an alternative set of rst-order equations that comes from the
Hamilton-Jacobi function
W = eU
h ~Q;Vi+ ie2(  U)hWx ~Qx;Vi ; (3.76)
with the associated constraints
H
Q = 0 ; 2eUH
Re~V = SH
At ; (3.77)
where we introduced a `eld rotation matrix' S 2 Sp(2nv + 2;R) that rotates the charges
as ~Q = SQ and that has to satisfy the compatibility conditions
SHST = H ; STMS =M : (3.78)
Moreover, the rotated charges must obey the analogue of (3.34), namely
~Qx ~Qx = 1 : (3.79)
The rst equ. of (3.77) is a consequence of spherical/hyperbolic symmetry, and implies,
together with SHST = H and the fact that S is symplectic, the additional condition
H
 ~Q = 0. The latter and the equation H
Q = 0 lead respectively to
hKu; ~Qi = hKu;Qi = 0 ; (3.80)
which are quite restrictive constraints on the possible gaugings. Moreover, in general it
is not guaranteed that a nontrivial solution to (3.78) exists. Note that the technique of
`rotating charges' was rst introduced in [25, 27], and generalizes the sign-ipping procedure
of [28]. It was applied to U(1) FI-gauged supergravity in [20, 26].
4 Attractors
The attractor mechanism [15, 29{32] has been the subject of extensive research in the
asymptotically at case, and was extended more recently in [2, 16, 17, 33{35] to black holes
with more general asymptotics. In particular, the authors of [16] studied the attractor
mechanism for N = 2, D = 4 gauged supergravity in presence of U(1) Fayet-Iliopoulos
terms, and their results were extended in [8] to the case of hypermultiplets with abelian
gaugings. The attractor mechanism for a black hole solution describes the stabilization
of the scalars on the event horizon as a dynamical process of extremization of a suitable
eective potential. This process is completely independent of the initial values of the
scalars, that ow to their horizon values which are xed by the black hole charges. The
mechanism can be understood by studying the ow equations in the near-horizon limit.
Following [17, 23, 36], in this section we show that, in the near-horizon limit, the ow
equations (3.74) become a set of algebraic equations that determine the values of the vector
scalars zi and the hyperscalars qu on the horizon in terms of the charges and the gaugings
and for this reason they are called attractor equations. As one can deduce from the general
form of (3.74), the results will be similar to those obtained in [17, 36], once we substitute
the FI parameters G by the expression  QxPx.
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4.1 Attractor equations and near-horizon limit
In order to derive the attractor equations, one has to make some assumptions on the
behaviour of the elds in the near-horizon limit, where we require all the elds and their
derivatives to be regular. To get the near-horizon geometry AdS2   with  = fS2;H2g,
the warp factors must have the form
U = log

r
rA

;  = log

rS
rA
r

; (4.1)
where rA and rS denote the curvature radii of AdS2 and  respectively. It is easy to show
that W = 0 at the horizon r = 0; in fact the ow equations for U and  can be rewritten as
U 0 =  e 2(A+U)(W   @AW ) ; A0 = e 2(A+U)W ; (4.2)
where A =    U and A! log(rS) for r ! 0. W = 0 implies
Z =  ir2SL : (4.3)
Assuming z0 i = 0 and q0u = 0 at the horizon, it follows that
DiZ =  ir2SDiL ; DuL = 0 ; (4.4)
and 0 = 0. From DuL = 0 we get
hKv;Vi = 0 ; (4.5)
if we use also the algebraic relation hKv;Qi = 0 (cf. (3.80)) together with (2.10), (2.12)
and (2.13). As in [8], we can choose the gauge At = 0 at the horizon. Then, from (3.75)
and the last equation of (3.74), one obtains Q0 = 0.
With these assumptions, the BPS ow equations (3.74) become
4Im( ZV)  r2S
MQxPx +Q = 0 ;
Z =  r
2
S
2rA
ei ;
hKv;Vi = 0 ;
(4.6)
that must be supplemented by the constraints QxQx = 1 and H
Q = 0. If one rotates to
a frame with purely electric gauging, Qx boils down to pP x , and the magnetic charges
p become constant. One can then use a local (on the quaternionic Kahler manifold)
SU(2) transformation to set Q1 = Q2 = 0, and the equations (4.6) reduce to the ones
obtained in [23].
The solutions of (4.6) are the horizon values of the scalars in terms of the charges and
the gaugings. Furthermore, taking in consideration homogeneous models and solving the
attractor equations for r2S , one can derive the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy written in [23]
with the substitution P3 !  QxPx. The main dierence w.r.t. the FI case consists in
the dependence of QxPx on the hypers, whose horizon values are xed by (4.5) and by
H
Q = 0.
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5 Examples of solutions
The only known analytic black hole solution to N = 2, D = 4 gauged supergravity with
running hyperscalars was constructed in [8]. In this section, we verify that this solves
the ow equations (3.74) and we consider a particular symplectic rotation of the solution.
Furthermore, we study some dierent gaugings of the universal hypermultiplet (UHM),
and obtain a family of black holes very similar to that of [8].
5.1 Test for the BPS ow
The model considered in [8] is dened by the prepotential F =  iL0L1 and by the universal
hypermultiplet, i.e., the hyperscalars parametrize the quaternionic manifold SU(2; 1)=U(2).
Using the hypermultiplet data given in [37], the metric on the quaternionic mani-
fold reads12
huvdq
udqv =
dV 2
4V 2
+
1
4V 2
(d + 2d   2d)2 + 1
V
(d2 + d2) : (5.1)
The gauging choosen in [8] is dened by the Killing vectors ~k1 and ~k4 of [37] such that
Px =
 
0
c0P
x
4   kP x1
!
: (5.2)
Here c and k ( = 0; 1) denote constants, and P
x
1 , P
x
4 are the moment maps corresponding
to ~k1, ~k4 respectively, that can be found in [37].
The Hamilton-Jacobi function driving the ow is given by
W = eU
hQ;Vi+ ie2(  U)hWxQx;Vi ; (5.3)
and the equations (3.74) must be solved together with the constraints (3.63) and (3.34).
The latter immediately imply that the truncation  =  =  = 0 is consistent. With this
choice, and for  =  1 (hyperbolic horizon), the remaining nontrival components of (3.63)
and (3.34) boil down to
p0k0 + p
1k1 = 0 ; p
0 =
1
c
: (5.4)
In presence of only magnetic charges, (5.3) becomes
W = eU
 ip4z

p0z + p1   e2(  U)

c+
k0
2V
+
k1z
2V
 ; (5.5)
where z is the scalar eld sitting in the vector multiplet. Plugging (5.5) into the BPS ow
equations following from (3.67) and using appropriate ansatze for U; ; z and the dilaton
V , one recovers
ds2 =
 4p1
k0
r2
"
 

1 +
k0
cr2
2
r2dt2 +

1 +
k0
cr2
 2 dr2
r2
+
1
2
d
2 1
#
; (5.6)
z =
c
k1
r2 ; V = r2 ; A = p sinh d ; (5.7)
12In our conventions the metric is rescaled by a factor of 1=2 and the moment maps by a factor of 2
w.r.t. [37].
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where the charges are constrained by (5.4). This is the black hole solution constructed
in [8], where the parameters must satisfy
p1
k0
< 0 ;
k0
c
< 0 ;
c
k1
> 0 : (5.8)
These inequalities arise respectively from the requirements of having the correct signature,
a genuine horizon (at r2 =  k0=c), and no ghosts in the action.
5.2 Symplectic rotation of the electromagnetic frame
One of the advantages of the symplectic covariance of the equations (3.74) is the possibility
of mapping solutions to solutions in dierent symplectic frames in presence of hypermul-
tiplets, as in the FI case [17]. Actually this was to be expected, since the hypermultiplets
are insensitive to electromagnetic duality rotations.
As an example, let us consider the mapping between the prepotentials F =  iL0L1
and F = i4
~L ~L
, where  = diag( 1; 1), and the reason for the dierent names for
the upper parts of the symplectic sections will become clear in a moment. The symplectic
matrix [38]
T =
0BBB@
1 1 0 0
1  1 0 0
0 0 12
1
2
0 0 12  12
1CCCA
realizes explicitly the isomorphism between the special Kahler structures described by these
two prepotentials on the manifold SU(1; 1)=U(1). For the model with F = i4
~L ~L
, the
symplectic section reads
~V =

~L0; ~L1;  i
2
~L0;
i
2
~L1
T
: (5.9)
Choosing the gaugings and the charge vector as
~Px =
 
0
~cP
x
4   ~kP x1
!
; ~Q =
 
~p
0
!
; (5.10)
where ~c and ~k are constants, one can solve the BPS rst-order ow driven by
~W = eU
h ~Q; ~Vi+ ie2(  U)h ~Wx ~Qx; ~Vi ; (5.11)
using the solution (5.6), (5.7) together with
~V = TV ; ~Q = TQ ; ~Px = TPx ; ~G = TG : (5.12)
The solution in the rotated frame is given by the same metric and gauge elds of (5.6), (5.7)
(up to the redenition of the parameters in Q and G in terms of the ones contained in ~Q
and ~G), but the vector multiplet scalar is functionally modied to
~z =
1  z
1 + z
: (5.13)
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As was to be expected, this is precisely the coordinate transformation from the metric of
the Poincare disk,
~g~z~z =
1
(1  ~z~z)2 ; (5.14)
to the one of the Poincare upper half-plane,
gzz =
1
(z + z)2
: (5.15)
5.3 Some dierent gaugings
Consider the model of subsection 5.1, but with a gauging dened by the Killing vectors ~k4
and ~k6 of [37] such that
Px =
 
0
c0P
x
4   kP x6
!
; (5.16)
where c and k denote arbitrary constants and the moment maps P
x
4 , P
x
6 are given in [37].
Choosing the consistent truncation  =  =  = 0, one obtains Hamilton's characteris-
tic function
W = eU
 ip4z

p0z + p1   e2(  U)

c+
k0
2
V +
k1
2
V z
 ; (5.17)
which is identical to (5.5), up to the substitution V ! 1=V , as also the truncated moment
maps show. Using an ansatz similar to the one in [8], it is easy to nd a new solution for this
ow. U ,  and z remain exactly the same as in (5.6), (5.7), but the dilaton becomes now
V =
1
r2
: (5.18)
Another interesting isometry is ~k5 of [37], i.e., the generator of dilatations. Let us
choose
Px =
 
0
c0P
x
4   kP x5
!
; (5.19)
together with the consistent truncation  =  = 0, i.e., we keep two running hyperscalars
V and . The Hamilton-Jacobi function is
W = eU
 ip4z

p0z + p1   e2(  U)

c+
k0
2V
+
k1
2V
z
 : (5.20)
In this case the ow equations for the two hyperscalars can be brought to the form 
V 0
0
!
=  2

 
V

!
kH
 ; H  e UL ; (5.21)
which imply
V 2 + 2 = const : (5.22)
From this it is easy to see that the eqs. (5.21) decouple. In fact we get
V (r) = (r) cos (r) ; (r) = (r) sin (r) ; (5.23)
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where
0 = 0 ; 0 =  2kH : (5.24)
The equation for  is the same as the one for the hyperscalar with the gauging (5.2), but
unfortunately the eqs. for U and z are dierent, and thus (5.6), (5.7) is not a solution for
this gauging.
6 Final remarks
In this paper, we considered N = 2 supergravity in four dimensions, coupled to an arbitrary
number of vector- and hypermultiplets, where abelian isometries of the quaternionic hyper-
scalar target manifold are gauged. For a static and spherically or hyperbolically symmetric
ansatz, we derived a system of rst-order ow equations by making essential use of the
Hamilton-Jacobi formalism. We then included also magnetic gaugings and generalized our
results to a symplectically covariant form as well as to the non-BPS case. Moreover, as an
immediate application of our rst-order system, we obtained the symplectically covariant
attractor equations for gauged supergravity with both vector- and hypermultiplets. Fi-
nally, some explicit black hole solutions with running hyperscalars were given for a model
containing the universal hypermultiplet plus one vector multiplet, for several choices of
gaugings. We hope that the results presented here will contribute to a more systematic
study of black holes in gauged supergravity with hypermultiplets; a topic on which little
is known up to now. Let us conclude our paper with the following suggestions for possible
extensions and questions for future work:
 Try to solve the ow equations (3.74) for models more complicated than the one
in [8].
 Extend them to the nonextremal case by modifying Hamilton's characteristic func-
tion, similar in spirit to what was done in [18, 39{41].
 Extend them to the rotating case and to other dimensions.
 In the case where the scalar manifolds have some special geometric properties
(e.g. symmetric), it may be possible to classify the attractor points as was done
for ungauged supergravity in e.g. [42].
We hope to come back to these points in a forthcoming publication.
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